
Ready to explore the co-op? 
Ready to explore the co-op? Look for the foods pictured below while you are shopping. 
Circle the foods you find that have an organic symbol on them or their sign. If you find one 
that isn’t pictured here, you can draw it yourself. Use the back page if you need more room.
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When you see the USDA Organic 
symbol on a package or sign, it means 
that the food was produced in a way  
that is good for plants, pollinators and 
people.



 

When you see the USDA Organic symbol on a package  
or sign, it means that the food was produced in a way that  
is good for plants, pollinators and people.
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Organic farming builds rich, healthy soil that is full of life! When the soil is healthy, farmers can grow 
awesome veggies that taste delicious. Take a closer look at what’s happening in organic soil.

Co+op Explorers know healthy soil is important!
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This bee has a very important job to do! He must carry pollen from one flower to 
another in the strawberry patch so that strawberries can grow. Insects and other  
animals that do this job are called “pollinators.” Organic farmers make sure their  
farms include lots of places for pollinators to live. 

This bee is a little lost at the moment, can you show him the way to the next flower?

Bee A-mazing

When you see the USDA Organic symbol  
on a package or sign, it means that the food  
was produced in a way that is good for plants, 
pollinators and people.

start here
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When you see the USDA Organic symbol  
on a package or sign, it means that the food  
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Did you know that there 
are over 2,500 varieties 
of apples grown in the 
United States? Which 
kinds of apples do you 
like?
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